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On Cover: Mini Silver Blown Glass Ornaments, 6 Assorted (2020190560), 
$36.00 | So Blessed Serving Tray (1004260002), $66.00 | Spread Kindness 
Serving Board with Bowl (1004260110), $50.00 | Joy and Thankful Serving 
Boards with Spreaders - 2 Assorted (1004260107), $40.00 
On Back: Giving Bear (5004700480) | $29.00

Holiday Gifts
Use code HOLGIFT2019 at checkout
Exclusions apply, see page 20 for details

15% OFF

FREE 
SHIPPING
On orders of $50 or more
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Get inspired! Connect with us 

on social media for more product 

information, artist stories, great 

gifting ideas, and giveaways.

Store 
Locator
Visit www.demdaco.com/store-locator  
to find a store near you. 
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The Most Wonderful Time of the Year…
At DEMDACO, we know and appreciate the value of lifting the 
spirit in others. It’s something we embrace all year long and is 
part of everything we do. This is especially true at the holidays.

Like you, we know the holiday season is so much more than  
a chance to give a gift to someone special. It’s a time for wishes  
and invitations to connect and reflect. It’s a season for celebration, 
spending meaningful time together, and embracing traditions 
(both old and new). That’s why we’re so excited to bring you our 
holiday catalog. 

In the pages that follow, you’ll see ideas as well as stories from  
DEMDACO family and friends about what the holidays mean  
to them. Their inspirations helped us create a holiday offering  
of artisan, handcrafted gifts to make your meaningful moments  
and the season even more memorable.

Whatever meanings and memories the holidays hold for you,  
may the season be bright, full of wonder and time with friends  
and family — the true gifts throughout the year.  

‘Tis the season...
The DEMDACO Family

Ceramic Plates Set of 4 (1004260097), $52.00  
Blessings Utensil Pocket Placemat (1004260115), 
$11.00 | Gather Together Napkins - Set of 4 
(1004260015), $22.00



Crowned Heart Ornaments
Christmas together is always a special time for 

couples. These two handcrafted, glass Crowned Heart 
Ornaments are the perfect “first Christmas” gift the 

new couple in your life — or any special pair. Share in 
their love with these elegant, peaceful creations.

Crowned Heart Ornaments - 2 Assorted
20120972 | $16.00

Triangle Terrarium   
1004510041 | $36.00

Geometric Terrarium 
1004510039 | $44.00

Whitewashed Wood Carved Trees - Set of 2
2020190088 | $40.00

Love for One Another Manifesto Wall Art 
1004200087 | $70.00

Countdown to Anything Pillow
The excitement of looking forward to Christmas and other 

holidays is thrilling, both for children and the young at heart. Make 
it even more exciting by marking the days with the Countdown

 to Anything Pillow. Thirty numbered pockets and a pair of festive 
fabric markers allow a month’s worth of anticipation to savor for 

those events that make your heart beat a little faster.

Countdown to Anything Pillow
1004500043 | $38.00

Decorating the house gets us all in the 
holiday spirit. That’s why we do it early!

““

From Top Left: Accordion Book Type Paper 
Ornaments-4 Assorted (2020190487), $20.00 
Golden Doodle Cloche Ornament (2020180062), 
$21.00 | Bichon Frise Cloche Ornament 
(2020180063), $21.00 | Shih Tzu Cloche 
Ornament (2020180061), $21.00 | Crowned 
Heart Ornaments-2 Assorted (20120972), $16.00 
Tan Cable Knit Poncho (1004290078), $45.00 
Geometric Terrarium (1004510039), $44.00 
Grateful Heart Mug (1004470021), $18.00

- Heidi, Willow Tree® Product Coordinator
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From Top Left: Dangle Hearts Ornaments - 2 Assorted 
(2020190588), $16.00 | Grandparents Jumbo Glass Ball Ornament 
(2020180774), $22.00 | Holiday Felted Wool Dog Ornaments 
- 6 Assorted (2020190100), $66.00 | Santa’s Nice List Glass 
Ornament (2020190296), $15.00 | Santa’s Magic Boot Glass 
Ornament (2020190295), $15.00 | Cozy Christmas Art Heart 
(1003480244), $17.00 | Sisters One to Keep, One to Share 
Ornaments Set (2020190399), $22.00 | Friend Sentiment Glass 
Heart Ornament (2020170349), $12.00
Search “ornaments” on our website to see more than 500 designs.

Let the Tree Tell a Tale
   Explore our variety of signature collections and artist-designed 

pieces that bring out the magic in any Christmas tree.

Personalize it!
Write someone’s name 

on the “Nice List”
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Blue Woven Threads Infinity Scarf 
1004290094 | $29.00

Pink Woven Threads Infinity Scarf 
1004290093 | $29.00

                                                                  

By my side
From each other, over the years, we gather 

strength, through laughter and tears.

“I have two sisters — as far back as I can 
remember, the three of us have always been very 

connected. Even if they are far away, I feel 
like they’re always right here, by my side. It’s the 

little, fun, silly moments — thousands of 
them —that fill me up when I’m with my female 
friends, be they sisters, girlfriends, cousins...” 

–Artist Susan Lordi, Willow Tree® 

By my side 
27368 | $89.00

Search “Willow Tree” on our website 
to see more than 200 pieces.

Warm Heart Mugs
Getting cozy on a cold winter morning is a 

peaceful moment for many and holding a hot 
beverage in both hands is a ritual of calm. 
Handmade, and featuring a hand-thrown 

feel, Warm Heart Mugs come in a soft, hand-
stitched, ready-to-gift bag that you can 

also fill with someone’s favorite goodies.

Grateful Heart Mug 
1004470021 | $18.00

Happy Heart Mug  
1004470023 | $18.00
A variety of sentiment 

options available.

Friends Forever Card 
1004500072 | $15.00

A variety of sentiment options available.

Soft Brushed Scarf - Gray and 
Charcoal (1004290289), 
$29.00 | Tan Cable Knit Poncho 
(1004290078), $45.00

Write a personal 
message on back

Honor Bands Cuff Bracelets                
1004000091, 1004000083 | $20.00 

1004000084, 1004000082, 1004000086 | $24.00 

One of my favorite things about the holiday  
season is finding a gift that emulates a friend  
and what you treasure about them. It’s so  
exciting and fills me with joy to see their  
face light up when they receive it!

“

“

- Kate, Product Designer
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Artist Sharon Nowlan
Sharon Nowlan grew up drawing, painting and creat- 

ing in a variety of media in Pictou, a charming, old seaside  

town in Nova Scotia, Canada — home to people who fish,  

farm, sing, dance and hang their clothes outside to dry. It’s  

a friendly place centered around community and family.

The spirit of Pictou’s diverse landscapes and welcoming  

residents flows through her serene work — a mix of items  

found in nature and other materials carefully arranged  

by hand into uplifting designs that celebrate meaningful  

relationships and special places.

Now, widely available in highly-detailed artisan reproductions, Sharon’s artwork  

is a DEMDACO top-seller. Her Collection was recently expanded to include new  

pieces inspired by the soft hues of blue and green sea glass for added touches of color  

and depicting a wider range of engaging subject matter, such as Holiday themes.

Read about the Holidays in Pictou and Sharon’s perspective on creating  

Holiday-themed artwork on our blog. blog.demdaco.com/Nowlan

Sharon nowlan
artist

A Place to Call Home Wall Art (1004370034), 
$30.00 | Once Upon a Pebble Wall Art 
(1004370035), $30.00 | Three of a Kind Wall 
Art (1004370028), $40.00 Search “Sharon 
Nowlan” on our website to see more than 60 
excusive designs.

Let Us Do 
the Wrapping!
See page 20 for more information
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Family Memories Frame 
1004200081 | $28.00

holds 4’’ x 6’’ photo 

Coffee Pod Countdown Tree
An interactive gift for coffee lovers who become 

more excited each day as Christmas draws closer, 
the Coffee Pod Countdown Tree will make holiday 

mornings extra-spirited. The LED light-up tree holds 
12 standard-sized hot beverage pods and is a fresh 

take on the countdown calendar as a tasty, new 
Christmas tradition. A gift that’s fun 

to give before the big day!

Love Throw Pillow
1004200021 | $34.00

Cuddle Soup Bowls - 2 Assorted
2020190104 | $36.00

Holiday Gifts

From Top Left: Whitewashed Wood Carved Trees 
- Set of 2 (2020190088), $40.00 | Geometric 
Terrarium (1004510039), $44.00 | Taupe 
Giving Blanket (1004440002), $70.00 | Cuddle 
Mugs - Assorted 4 (2020190103), $52.00 
Chenille Slipper Socks - Cream (1004290204), 
$25.00 | Cuddle Weather Pillow (2020190248), 
$23.00 | Cuddle Soup Bowls - 2 Assorted 
(2020190104), $36.00 | Give Thanks Bowl 
(1004260084) $36.00

Lit Coffee Pod Countdown Tree
2020190219 | $48.00

15% OFF
Use code HOLGIFT2019 at checkout
Exclusions apply, see page 20 for details

Some of my favorite holiday  
moments are the unplanned,  
quiet times at home with family.

““
- Ashley, Willow Tree® Brand Manager
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Giving Boot
Try something new this year with the Giving Boot — also a 

good deed decoration. The accompanying tag explains it best: 

“Christmas is the season to give to those in need, so fill this boot 
with money earned from working and good deeds. When Christmas 

day is drawing near, count up what’s in the boot, and pass it
 on to someone who could use it more than you! When you awake 

on Christmas day, look in the giving boot. You’ll find that 
someone’s given back! Something… just for you!”

The Giving Boot
2020170278 | $18.00

Santa and Mrs. Claus’ Secret Recipe Baking Dishes - Set of 2
2020190301 | $70.00

Santa 400 Piece Family Puzzle 
(2020190307), $18.00 | Santa and Mrs. 
Claus’ Secret Recipe Baking Dishes - Set of 2 
(2020190301) $70.00

Pickle Ornament Game
The Pickle Ornament Game will put an extra spin 

on how your family exchanges presents. 
Everyone searches the tree until all six of the glass 

Christmas pickles are found. Roll a dice or 
draw numbers from a hat! Whoever is holding

 a pickle with the matching number gets 
to open a present!

Pickle Ornaments Game
2020190298 | $24.00

Believe Photo Holder
2020190233 | $18.00

Display photos and cards 
received throughout the season

13 DEMDACO.com 1.888.DEMDACO  www.DEMDACO.com 14



Reflecting on the Christmas Story 
As enduring as the story it portrays, the  

Willow Tree® Nativity is as loved today as when 

 it was originally introduced with DEMDACO  

in 2000. Its simplicity and form have made  

it a timeless classic. Each of the four Nativity  

collections has a distinct heirloom quality,  

creating family holiday traditions and gracing 

homes for many seasons to come. 

“The Story of Christmas is a story from the  

past… but the overwhelming emotions of holding 

 a new baby, starting a new family, and wanting  

to protect them forevermore are present today  

in every culture and every age. My hope is that  

the gestures of Mary and Joseph will represent 

these powerful feelings of love and protection.” 

—Artist Susan Lordi, Willow Tree®SuSan lordi
artist

Starlight Tree Topper
Radiating warmth, light and love

27277 | $54.00

Starry Night Nativity
...and heaven and nature sing

27370 | $170.00

Willow Tree Nativity Deluxe Starter plus The Three Wise 
Men and Camel, 14-piece set (27996), $376.00. Also 
sold as smaller sets. Search “Willow Tree” on our website 
to see more than 200 pieces.

FREE 
SHIPPING
On orders of $50 or more
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Gather Together Ceramic Crock
1004180316 | $28.00

Friends are Like Wine Lantern
1004080005 | $22.00

Seasoned With Love Button Loop Tea Towel
1004180356 | $15.00

The Kitchen Boa®

For Laura Laiben, founder of The 
Culinary Center of Kansas City™, 
cooking is about so much more than 
making meals — it’s about the magic 
that happens around the table. Laura 
is always on the lookout for kitchen 
tools that are convenient and efficient 
— anything to make her job as the chef 
easier so she can enjoy the experience 
more. The Kitchen Boa is a brainchild 
of that philosophy. With the dish towel 
tucked neatly around the neck, instead 
of precariously tossed over the shoulder, 
this all-important kitchen tool is handy, 
clean and worry-free.

Bowl Covers 
An especially stylish way to bring food over to someone’s house 

for a potluck or just as a drop-in treat. Bowl Covers come in 
sets of three different sizes and are available in a variety of designs. 

Dress up the meals you share and make them more memorable.

Good Fun Dish Covers Set of 3
1004180378 | $17.00

A Table that Feeds the 
Christmas Spirit

laura laiben
inventor of the
Kitchen Boa®

From Top Left: To Friends To Family Lantern (1004080130), $22.00 
Acacia Wood Serve & Cut Board - Large (1004180393), $64.00  
Fill Me Up Appetizer Bowl with Spoon (1004180372) $17.00 | Food 
is Love Serving Trivet (1004180365), $19.00 | Embellished Cocktail 
Glasses - 3 Assorted (2020160878), $45.00 | Give Thanks Wood 
Serving Bowl (1004260109), $60.00 | Good Fun Dish Covers Set of 3 
(1004180378), $17.00 | Full Heart Serving Board, Bowl and Spreader 
Set (1004260003), $60.00

The Best Wines Kitchen Boa® (1004180216), $22.00 
Kitchen Pattern Kitchen Boa® (1004180288), $22.00 
Little Treat Kitchen Boa® (1004180243), $22.00  
Head Chef Kitchen Boa® (1004180341), $22.00  
Search “Kitchen Boas” on our website to see over 60 designs.
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Lift the Spirit Days
At DEMDACO, we’re committed to the notion that business does 

not have to be solely a financial endeavor. It is first, and foremost, 

a human endeavor. That is why we strive to Lift the Spirit as our 

mission. This perspective shapes us, particularly when it comes  

to community involvement. It is one of the ways we’re able to live  

out our Lift the Spirit mission.

Community involvement is an important way that we measure 

whether we are lifting spirits. It might be with a financial donation 

to an organization or a product donation for a fundraising event. 

It’s also the way our colleagues use their community time off. Each 

year, DEMDACO colleagues receive five paid Lift the Spirit Days 

to volunteer at the organization of their choice. It is one of the ways 

we believe best demonstrates our Lift the Spirit mission. Both the 

DEMDACO colleague and the community benefit.

We hope you’ll visit DEMDACO.com to browse and shop more  
of our products. There, you’ll also learn more about our company, 
artists, and customer services.

Customer Support Contact Information:  
Hours: Mon.–Fri., 8 AM to 5 PM CST.  

Toll free: 888-336-3226  

Email: customersupport@demdaco.com

Track your order at www.demdaco.com/order-status

Read our Privacy Policy at www.demdaco.com/privacy-policy

Store Locator
Visit www.demdaco.com/store-locator to find a store near you. 

gives back

Provide an extra-meaningful 
gifting experience with DEMDACO’s 
signature gift wrap and personalized 
message. Gift Wrap option is 
available on the Shopping Cart page 
for $7.50/Gift Box. Available for 
most items.

Let us do the wrapping!Shipping & Returns 
We want your experience with DEMDACO and our products to be an 

enjoyable one. If, for any reason, you are not happy with your purchase, 

please contact customersupport@demdaco.com.

Shipping typically occurs within 72 hours of order placement. However, 

please allow up to 5-10 days for delivery. Currently, we do not ship 

internationally. Delivery is limited to the 50 United States and we cannot 

ship to APO or FPO addresses at this time. When shipping to Alaska or 

Hawaii, additional shipping charges will apply. Shipping cost is based on 

order total for standard products. 

Estimated Shipping Rates:
Order Total:                Ground Shipping: 

    $0.01–$49.99            $5.95

$50.00 +                    Free Shipping 

 

Customer Information

Code: HOLGIFT2019
Terms: Valid through 12/31/19. Apply code HOLGIFT2019 
during checkout to receive 15% of MSRP. Excludes Willow Tree 
products and wholesale orders. May not be combined with 
other DEMDACO coupons or discounts.

A Home for the Holidays 
On June 12, 2019 more than 40 DEMDACO colleagues volunteered 

at Kansas City’s Veterans Community Project — an organization  

that refuses to let any veteran fall through the cracks. From providing 

housing to offering walk-in support services, they’re here for everyone 

who took the oath to serve America.

 The cornerstone of VCP is the Village, an innovative community  

of 49 tiny houses for homeless veterans. The homes range in size 

from 240 to 320 square feet and provides everything he or she  

needs to live with dignity and safety — new furniture, appliances, 

housewares, bedding, food, and utilities, free of charge. More 

importantly, VCP Village provides sanctuary and the emotional  

space needed for the veteran and VCP’s Veteran Support Services 

team to thoroughly address the underlying causes of his  

or her homelessness.

 On any given night, more than 37,000 veterans are homeless  

in the United States. To learn how you can donate or volunteer  

to work at VCP, please visit veteranscommunityproject.org.  

Holiday Gifts
15% OFF

scan to 
shop more 
gift ideas
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Art Hearts
Art Hearts is a curated collection of heart sculptures that offer 
artistic ways to show love. Each heart features a design from a 

popular DEMDACO artist that expresses personable sentiments 
and emotions. After five years, the collection has grown to 

include dozens of one-of-a-kind styles, patterns and messages, 
making them highly giftable for nearly any occasion or 

recipient! Art Hearts can be hung by the tasseled cord as an 
ornament or displayed using the unique key stand.

From Top: Gray Cuddle Blanket (2020190113), $56.00 
Give Thanks Jar (1004260080), $26.00 | Paws Are 
Forever Wall Art (1004370075), $30.00 | Mine...Yours 
Hug Mugs - Set of 2 Assorted (1004500081), $30.00 
Paw Prints Art Heart (1003480189), $17.00

Paws Are Forever Wall Art
1004370075 | $30.00

Search “Sharon Nowlan” on our website 
to see more than 60 exclusive designs

Mine...Yours Hug Mugs - Set of 2 Assorted
1004500081 | $30.00

A variety of sentiment options available.

Labradoodle Large
N00290 | $22.00

Search “AnimalCraft” on our website 
to see more than 100 different animals.

FPO
Paw Prints Art Heart

1003480189 | $17.00
Search “Art Hearts” on our website to 
see more than 50 exclusive designs. 

Let Us Do 
the Wrapping!
See page 20 for more information

No matter what’s 
inside, we have fun 
making every present 
under the tree look as 
special as possible.

“

“

- J.D., Warehouse Supervisor
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From Top Left: Bread Board (1004260142), $36.00 
Sweet Christmas Treats Platter (2020190007), $42.00 
Big Love Rolling Pin (1004410016), $24.00 | Rectangle 
Platter & Christmas Tree Pop In (2020190846), $36.00 
Big & Little Spatula Set (1004410015), $17.00 | Hot ‘N 
Fresh Double Oven Mitt (1004180429), $22.00  
Made to Share Platter (1004100024), $46.00

Baking during the Holidays  
reminds me of the time spent  
in the kitchen with my grandma. 

““
- Abby, Photo Stylist

Abby’s Favorite Sugar 
Cookie Recipe

Visit our Facebook page for Abby’s 

Sugar Cookie recipe and more.
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Ceiling Tin and Wood Santa in Sleigh Figure
2020190580 | $40.00

Santa with Toys Glass Ornament       
2020190313 | $15.00

Reindeer Merry Christmas Ornament 
2020170338 | $15.00

Snowman Ornament                        
2020170331 | $15.00

                                                            

Dear Santa Chalkboard
Channel your child’s excitement for the holiday season 

with the interactive Dear Santa Chalkboard. This playful 
holiday wooden chalkboard is adorned with whimsical 
fill-in-the-blank holiday statements that help children 

reflect on what the season means to them.

Dear Santa Chalkboard
2020190290 | $17.00 

Santa Write On Plate
For many children, the night before Christmas is a busy time 
of getting plates of goodies ready for Santa and his reindeer, 
usually accompanied by a special note. The Santa Write-on 

Plate is designed to combine the two. Each child can have their 
own personal plate for offering Santa cookies, milk, 

and a joyful note on Christmas Eve.

Write On Santa Plate
2020190308 | $33.00

Christmas Story Time Pillow
Whether it’s the night before Christmas or the day after 

Thanksgiving, reading little ones to sleep with Christmas stories 
is a cozy family tradition. Story time can happen anywhere 

when you’re using the Christmas Story Time Pillow, which features 
a built-in pocket for storing a favorite book! Makes a perfect gift

 for the little person in your life who’s always asking for 
“just one more story.”

Christmas Story Time Pillow
2020190299 | $26.00

Magic Elf Door Glass Ornament (2020190297), $16.00 
Dear Santa Chalkboard (2020190290), $17.00 
Magic Reindeer Mix Bowl (2020190304), $40.00 
Maine Coon Cat Large (N00577), $22.00 Search 
“AnimalCraft” on our website to see more that 100 
different animals.

““ I love watching the anticipation 
and Christmas spirit grow in him 
as we get closer to the big day.
- Jesse
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Artist Profile: Kate Dittmann
Artist Kate Dittmann is a DEMDACO 

product designer focused on developing  

items for our Baby lines of gifts. During her 

more than three years here, we’ve expanded 

our focus on Baby with warm, neutral  

colors, lush textiles, and heartfelt messaging 

that inspires deep emotional connections  

between young children and loved ones.  

The soft goods Kate designs feature  

luxurious fabrics and uniquely endearing 

touches that are “perfectly imperfect.”

“It’s really exciting to know I’m designing  products 

and characters that people will see and purchase  

for somebody they love. That’s what is specifically  

fun about designing for Baby — hardly anything  

is purchased for self,” Kate said. “We’re designing for 

special moments families will already have, but we’re 

hoping to make them even more meaningful. I love  

that we aren’t just trying to sell product, but genuinely  

want to lift people’s spirits and bring some form of joy  

or comfort to their lives.” Search “Kate Dittmann”  

on our website  to see more of her designs.
Kate dittmann
product designer

Poetic Threads Bear
The soft, ivory-colored Poetic Threads Bear features 
an endearing message on its belly artist Lori Siebert 

wrote as a letter to her own grandson. Comforting knit 
materials complemented by a neutral, classic palette 

make this snuggly pal the perfect holiday gift.

Poetic Threads Bear
5004700666 | $27.00

Mommy & Me Activity Scarf - Pink
5004700692 | $38.00

A variety of designs available

Wishes for Baby’s First Christmas Ornaments 
2020190429 | $24.00

Love You To the Moon Bank 
5004700962 | $25.00

Love You To the Moon and Back Frame 
5004700966 | $22.00

holds 4’’ x 6’’ photo

Willow Tree®  Angel of Mine Gift Set
So loved, so very loved

27686 | $60.00

Noah’s Ark Tons of Love 
Elephant (5004700799), 
$24.00 | Noah’s Ark Elephant 
Blankie (5004700788), 
$18.50 | Giving Baby Blanket 
(5004700901), $40.00
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Cream Satin Eye Mask & Pillow Case 
1004290401 | $38.00

Chenille Slipper Socks - Gray
1004290205 | $25.00

Giving Shawl
The Giving Shawl is specially designed 

and packaged as a cozy gift to wrap around 
family, friends and those who need 

to be reminded they are loved. Search 
“Giving” on our website to learn more.

Cream Giving Shawl 
1004140001 | $49.00

Sage Giving Shawl   
1004140010 | $49.00

Taupe Giving Shawl 
1004140004 | $49.00

Heart Giving Bracelet 
1004130149 | $25.00
Cross Giving Bracelet 

1004130150 | $25.00
                                     

Giving Bear
Soft and huggable, the Giving Bear is a 

special companion designed to provide lots 
of love as a reminder that a friend 

is always near.

Giving Bear
5004700480 | $29.00
Mini Giving Bear - Love
5004700711 | $12.00

Warming Heart Pillows
The Giving Heart is hug-weighted and can 

be warmed or cooled to offer stress-relief and 
encouragement during challenging times, or just 

when you want someone to know you care and 
are there for them in spirit.

Warming Heart - Pink 
1004440027 | $36.00
Warming Heart - Grey 

1004440028 | $36.00                                   
                 

Warming Neck Wrap - Grey (1004440025), 
$37.00 | Charcoal Long Lounge Shirt 
(CHLGLNGSH), $37.00 | Charcoal Lounge 
Pants (CHLNGPNT), $39.00

FREE 
SHIPPING
On orders of $50 or more
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“

“

Make Their 
Holiday Brighter 
 with These Customer Favorites!

“

“

“

“

Mother and Daughter Hug Mugs 
1004500079 | $30.00

See more sentiment options 
on our website.

Lori Sibert Aqua Ombre Scarf - Friends 
1003990046 | $25.00 

Lori Siebert Blue Ombre Scarf - Sister
1003990045 | $25.00

                                             

Coffee Pod Mug Ornaments - 3 Assorted 
2020190107 | $21.00

Silver Giving Necklace - Turquoise
1004440048 | $25.00

A variety of options available.

Always my Sister Art Heart
1003480229 | $17.00 

Dean Crouser Cardinal Art Heart
1003480218 | $17.00

Search “Art Hearts” on our website to 
see more than 50 exclusive designs.  

Papa Bear Stein            
3005051401 | $20.00
Onward + Upward Stein 
3005051614 | $20.00

Your Journey Leather Bracelet with Beads 
1004130221 | $24.00

Your Journey Braided Bracelet 
1004130216 | $18.00

 It reminds me of life’s fragile 
threads and endurance to keep 
on going. It’s soft and versatile, 
matches anything... I also have 

the overnight bag to complement 
each other when I travel. This is 

an “As Is Bag” with no perfections, 
just like how life is on our journey.  

-Gail

Pocket Prayer Bear 16”
5004700928 | $29.00

Kelly Rae Roberts Daughter Angel
1002720154 | $27.00

This is beautiful, unique, 
and well made. If you like 
simple, if you love nature, 

and appreciate hand 
made creations you 
will love this as I do.

-Pat J.

 I received one as a gift 
and loved it so much that 

I am giving several of these 
as presents to my friends. 

-Linda

Sharon Nowlan Three of a Kind Wall Art 
1004370028 | $40.00

Search “Sharon Nowlan” on our website 
to see more than 60 exclusive designs.

Kelly Rae Roberts Family Frame
1002720427 | $70.00

holds 6’’ x 6’’ photo

Your Journey Cross Body Bag
1004450004 | $39.00
Search “Your Journey” 

to learn more.

Be Thankful Kitchen Boa® 
1004180285 | $22.00

Search “Kitchen Boas” on our 
website to see over 60 designs.
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The Bread Basket
Our artisan-woven ceramic bread bowl  

offers a signature piece for your gatherings with an 
emphasis on the importance of family time together 

expressed through the simple act of sharing bread. The 
coordinating Tea Towel features a message of family 

as the centerpiece of home life and reminds us that our 
shared experiences and time together are blessings.

Wood Platter & Fall/Winter Token Set 
1004260193 | $79.00

Large Ceramic Bread Basket with Towel
1004260124 | $76.00

From Left to Right: Ceramic Family Dish 
(1004260151), $60.00 Also above | Served 
with Love Double Oven Mitt (1004180418 ), 
$22.00 | Blessed and Grateful Metal Serving 
Utensils - Set of 2 (1004260021), $36.00 
Give Thanks Wood Serving Bowl (1004260109), 
$60.00 | Gatherings Ceramic Plates - 4 Assorted 
(1004260097), $52.00 | Nativity Serving 
Platter (2020180008), $50.00 | Gather 
Together Napkins - Set of 4 (1004260015), 
$22.00 | Follow the Star Serving Bowl 
(2020180011), $46.00 | Wood Platter & Fall/
Winter Token Set (1004260193), $79.00 | Full 
Heart Serving Board, Bowl and Spreader Set 
(1004260003), $60.00 | Blessings Utensil 
Pocket Placemat (1004260115), $11.00 
Family Table Runner (1004260063), $34.00

Nativity Serving Platter
2020180008 | $50.00

Christmas meals with family are 
some of our favorite memories.

“ “

- Jonathan, Cultural Conversation Leader
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